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Abstract 
This paper presents a tool for visualization of the executed processes upon the infrastructure of the cloud 
computing platform CLAVIRE. Such class of tools is extremely important for the cloud platform 
developers and the end users, because it gives extensional opportunities for platform processes analyzing 
by providing interactive mechanisms to supervise over distributed infrastructure networks. The core 
principles are based on visualization of computational resources’ detailed interactions within 
geographically distributed platform. Our goal was to make a visualization provision tool for more 
effective understanding, monitoring and managing infrastructure with easy-to-use interface especially 
for the users who do not have enough technical background to efficiently organize their interoperability 
with the infrastructure level of the platform CLAVIRE. To manage with this issue, we developed a 
client-based application that includes a special algorithm based on force-directed graph layout, which is 
able to represent all aforementioned information on clear and understandable level. 
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1 Introduction 
The last two decades are marked by the active development of supercomputer and distributed 
computing. By force of the fast growing of computational power and due to sharp increasing of the 
prevalence of high-performance computing systems and resources, it is no longer a privilege for a 
limited number of scientists and narrow experts: nowadays, such systems have entered the broader and 
available market. 
Tracking and monitoring of the resource loading in distributed-computing systems are crucial tasks 
[1] since they could be used for tackling a lot of issues such as searching bottleneck, unbalanced loads, 
unusual system behavior and so on. Nevertheless, this kind of information could be helpful not only for 
operating personnel but for the end user of these systems as well. 
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In huge systems with great number of nodes, subnetworks and infrastructures of other kinds, the big 
and scattered data on the loads are extremely difficult to track down in old-fashioned logged way, 
especially, for non-experts. One of the solutions for increasing the level of cognition and visibility [2] 
of the streaming information is visualization of monitoring data. To solve this problem, the various 
options of data representation can be chosen: from classical linear diagrams and bar charts to more 
complicated scatter plots [3]. Since the cloud computing services could consist of the great variety of 
different resources and could present the distributed networks, it seems to be logical and easy to perceive 
variant to choose graph as visualization base. In case of distributed-computing network's resources could 
be placed in different cities, countries or even on the different continents, the resource visualization 
considering their geolocation is becoming highly important issue. Also, it allows to increase the level of 
understanding of the structure, because such approach is better in representing of real world than some 
abstract network which is placed in abstract space. 
The CLAVIRE (CLoud Applications VIRtual Environment) [4] is the example of similar 
complicated and distributed system. It is a second generation cloud platform, which combines a great 
variety of different resources types and classes. The user of this system can connect his own computer 
and use it as a part of the complex computational network in workflow [5]. CLAVIRE offers the 
information not only about its resources as atomic items, but the more detailed information about single 
computational nodes, executed tasks and so on. With having such a wealth of information about all 
components, it was decided to create a special visualization tool to increase the visibility of launching 
calculations for the end users which can be non-specialist. The desired tool should be able to completely 
display all processes taking place in workflow. The presented visualization tool was designed as a proof-
of-concept to test the hypothesis about usefulness and visibility of such application for non-experts. 
Moreover, to use all information about resources provided by CLAVIRE there was created a special 
algorithm for visualization of all occurring process.  
2 Related Works 
The most common way to visualize the loads and processes that takes place inside computational 
cloud platforms, is the charts, plots etc. [6] This approach gives the accurate information about 
everything that is happen in the cloud and about all components if it is possible. Nevertheless, it has 
several disadvantages. So at constant previewing a large number of plots and charts, someone can lose 
focus and miss something extremely important. Another drawback is the fact that it is hard to understand 
for inexperienced user what is happening on these charts and becomes a very time-consuming in dealing 
with it. Also, such visualization does not take into consideration connections between resources and 
their geographic locations that, in some cases, can help in better understanding of system in general. 
The most used method to visualize elements of distributed system on the map is to label them as 
icons in their geographic locations [7], however if some resource consists of several smaller units or it 
has some special characteristics, this kind of information generally does not display on the map. The 
additional information is displayed in a new window or special tip, which is appeared close to resource 
[8]. Besides icons, other techniques can be used to label resources that can be founded in different areas 
including commercial software, e.g. Splunk App for Amazon Web Services [9] by Splunk Inc. Instead 
of resource icons, loading or information about events is displayed on the map in the suitable form, for 
instance as pie chart. It allows to get rid of necessity to distract from the data placed on the map in the 
same time.  Even though, this approach has its own disadvantages: the information about class of 
resource is lost during the visualization process. Aside from components of distributed system itself, 
connections between all elements can be displayed on the map as well; it can be highly useful for 
understanding the occurring processes in the cloud [7]. 
Aforementioned approaches did not provide the full picture of what is happening in the network, 
since there is a lack of the information about data transferring between infrastructure components. Using 
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another approach to visualize resources all units are displayed as graph network. It allows to display 
information about sub resources with this approach. The nodes of the graph are main resources and sub 
resources, and edges are physical or logical connections between them. To enforce perception of the 
connections strength between nodes, they can be united into clusters [10]. Thus the proper graph layout 
must be used. There are plenty of algorithms for graphs layouts from the easiest, like drawing graph as 
a circle, to more complicated force-directed layout algorithms [11]. But still these algorithms have 
disadvantages - graphs usually exist in the abstract space, thus all information about geolocations stays 
unused. 
Based on all the above, it was decided to create algorithm, which would be capable to visualize the 
graph of computational resources with all sub nodes and their additional information directly on the 
map. 
3 Implementation Description 
Visualization of the CLAVIRE's resource loading was implemented as a client application that 
shows all the connected resource and occurring processes, such as launching and ongoing tasks or data 
transfer. This application is built on the base of XNA framework with the use of DirectX9 as basic 
graphic API. Data is displayed over the two-dimensional map and OpenStreetMap is used as map tiles 
source. The option to set-up the map color was implemented in order to achieve an additional flexibility 
in application customization for the end-user. 
3.1 Interaction with a CLAVIRE 
The application provides several special services that are implemented using WCF (Windows 
Communication Foundation) technology. It was used in order to build distributed interactions based on 
well-known web services approach and applied modified publish–subscribe pattern. In the beginning of 
the operation, the visualization application runs the method Subscribe of Eventing service belonging to 
the CLAVIRE, which is responsible for the registration and management of interaction sides. This 
method takes the information about NotifiableService service belonging to visualization tool as a 
parameter. Thereby using this function, the CLAVIRE registers the tool service and returns its identifier. 
The tool’s service implements interface INotifiable, which is known by the CLAVIRE. This interface 
has only one method called Notify. Every single time, when some event is happened in distributed 
system, it calls Notify method. This approach allows to reduce the loads on the net, since there is no 
necessity in constantly sending requests to the CLAVIRE to get information about occurred events from 
the time of the last request. The event message will be send in the moment when some event will occur. 
Notify receives short information about all occurring events, in particular, type of the event (for instance, 
start of the task, end of the task, error or one of its stages) and identifier of task. Using task ID and 
another one CLAVIRE's service, visualization tool could get the information about the task. This 
information contains the ID of workflow (leaf nodes of the graph displays tasks on computational nodes) 
and data about resource, in which task is performed.   
3.2 Visual Representation Description 
The visualization is based on computation processes representation taken as a background all 
integrated resources by the platform CLAVIRE. Resources themselves are presented as a graph. 
Traditionally, all resources consist of several computational nodes aggregating some physical set of 
computing machine in semantically explicit entities. The group of personal computers, cluster, grid, 
supercomputer, blade servers or external computational cloud could be presented as main resources.  
The group of personal computers, cluster, grid, supercomputer, blade servers or external computational 
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cloud could be defined as main resources. Thus, if a primary resource is a group of several personal 
computers, then resource will be represented as an icon of cluster of personal computers and icons of 
nodes around of it at the certain distance. Nodes are indicated by the unique icons according to the types 
of supported computing architectures, like GPGPU or MPP (Massive Parallel Processing). If the 
description of the resource as well as computational node has no specific reference to the type of 
resource, it is displaying as a solid colored circle. The size of resource’s circle depends on relative level 
of computing power (e.g. the amount of cores in CPU). Example of the visualization result can be seen 
in the Figure 1.  
To increase cognition and perception of processes occurring in the CLAVIRE, running computation 
tasks are displayed over formed resources network with executed data transferring processes. To 
indicate which task is currently running, the special label spins around the node for the whole time of 
execution. Several task icons will rotate with different angular velocity if several tasks are performing 
on the one computational node. 
To display the load of the main resource (memory usage and CPU load) clearly and more 
understandable, two different scales of dashed colored circles are used, which also spin around the main 
resource icon. The overall load is calculated as summary loading level on all computational nodes that 
brings additionally informative support. 
Figure 1: Example of resources visualization. 
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Data transfer or launch of the task in workflow indicates as a movement of the icon (data or task) 
along the graph edges between nodes involved in these processes. It allows to observe dataflow in 
CLAVIRE easily. 
3.3 Modified Force-Directed Layout Algorithm 
The algorithm of graph drawing is based on force-directed layout algorithm, but has some 
differences. The crucial distinction is that the main resources have geolocation binding - some abstract 
parent node in the graph with fixed geolocation. 
Algorithm executes in two stages. Firstly, forces acting on main resources calculates only. Just two 
forces have influences on every main node. The first one is the repulsive force: every element is repelled 
from all others. This force is acting between main resource only. It means that the computational nodes 
do not impact on their parent node. The repulsive force depends on the square of the distance between 
main resources and repulsive coefficient that defined by user. The second force acting as a "coil spring" 
between the parent node and its geolocation binding point. The force is beginning to pull node back if 
the distance between drawing position and its geo-binding point is greater than given value, otherwise, 
the node begins to repulse from the binding point. It was made to avoid overlays of graphic elements 
for nodes that geographically located close to each other. After the calculation of the resulting force the 
main resource attenuation computes: result of the damping coefficient (defined by user) and velocity 
subtracted from the force value. The attenuation is necessary to prevent the infinite bouncing of the 
resources. After that the velocity of node and its new location are calculated. 
Second stage is the computation of forces acting on the computational nodes. Similar to the main 
resources, repulsive force between nodes is calculated first and the impact of main resources is not taken 
into account. The attracting force for the computational nodes is computed concerning to its main 
resource. And lastly, similar to the first stage, the resource's damping, velocity and new position are 
calculated. 
Another feature of described algorithm is the fact that all positions of resources are computed in 
screen coordinates. The calculation of coordinates takes place only for geolocation binding points, so 
with the movement of the map on the screen, resources stay on their old (screen-space) positions for the 
given time. After that they start moving to the new locations in accordance with new force balance and 
geographical coordinates. 
4 Conclusions and Future Work 
In this article was presented a proof-of-concept of visualization of distributed computational 
platform’s processes on the adjusted geographical map. Proposed algorithm for computational resources 
visualization, which also displays the resources’ nodes, shows that the visualization can be efficiently 
presented as a graph. Moreover, such distributed platform infrastructure presentation provides more 
information about resources, their components and interaction between them then traditionally used 
approaches. 
There are several options of future research to improve proposed solution for visualization of 
resources load in distributed-computing system. For instance, currently, data transferring and launching 
of new task are represented as a straight line, which connects two different resources or nodes. In case 
of a huge number of simultaneously launched tasks and data transferring, these lines will start to mix 
together and it will be hardly possible to follow the particular process. To solve this problem, it will be 
enough to change the drawing lines on the Bézier curve or use force-directed layout for edges too or use 
the shortest way of data transferring on the physical networks and servers. 
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Another direction to development could be possibility to analyze a retrospective of the system state 
- rewind the time back for all processes taking place in cloud and previously stored in a targeted 
database. 
Besides all, we assumed, that presented algorithm of graph visualization on the map could be useful 
not only in case of resource visualization, but also for solving other tasks, for example visualization of 
financial flow in a banking sector and many other fields that can be represented as a structured network 
with geographical bindings. 
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